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A monte carlo experiment was used to evaluate
four procedures for estimating the population
squared cross-validity of a sample least squares re-
gression equation. Four levels of population
squared multiple correlation (Rp2) and three levels
of number of predictors (n) were factorially crossed
to produce 12 population covariance matrices. Ran-
dom samples at four levels of sample size (N) were
drawn from each population. The levels of N, n,
and RP2 were carefully selected to ensure relevance
of simulation results for much applied research.
The least squares regression equation from each
isample was applied in its respective population to
obtain the actual population squared cross-validity
(Rcv2). Estimates of Rcv2 were computed using three

formula estimators and the double cross-validation

procedure. The results of the experiment demon-
strate that two estimators which have previously
been advocated in the literature were negatively
biased and exhibited poor accuracy. The negative
bias for these two estimators increased as Rp2 de-
creased and as the ratio of N to n decreased. As a

consequence, their biases were most evident in
small samples where cross-validation is imperative.
In contrast, the third estimator was quite accurate
and virtually unbiased within the scope of this
simulation. This third estimator is recommended
for applied settings which are adequately approxi-
mated by the correlation model.

In many situations, it is very important to cross-validate a sample least squares regression equa-
tion. The need for cross-validation is particularly acute when using a regression equation obtained in
one sample to predict criterion scores for individuals not in that sample. Measures of the prediction
equation’s precision in the derivation sample can substantially exaggerate the effectiveness of that
prediction equation in other samples or in the population.

One measure of the predictive accuracy of a least squares regression equation in the derivation
sample is the sample multiple correlation coefficient, R,. Mosier (1951) pointed out that a sample
multiple correlation coefficient overestimates the effectiveness of the sample least squares regression
equation in predicting criterion scores for future observations. To obtain a better measure of predic-
tive accuracy, Mosier suggested the procedure known as double cross-validation. Here the derivation
sample is split in half and a regression equation is computed in each half sample. Then regression
weights from each half sample are applied to predictor scores from the other half sample to generate
predicted criterion scores. An estimate of the long-run efficiency of the sample regression equation,
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Rps, is obtained by correlating predicted criterion scores with the actual criterion scores in a half
sample. Each half sample serves as both a derivation sample and a cross-validation sample. Hence,
the double cross-validation procedure produces two estimates of long-run predictive accuracy.

One problem with double cross-validation is that each regression equation is based on only half
of the data. In many instances, the original derivation sample is too small to justify its division into
halves. Regression weights derived in the smaller half samples have larger standard errors of estima-
tion and tend to yield less accurate prediction in the population than weights derived in the total
sample. The tendency of least squares estimation to capitalize on chance in the derivation sample is
exacerbated when the derivation sample is divided in half.

Claudy (1978), on the basis of empirical results obtained via a monte carlo experiment, recom-
mended a method of estimating the long-run efficiency of a sample prediction equation that uses all
the correlation coefficients calculated in the double cross-validation procedure. This method, termed
&dquo;double shrinkage of the double cross-validity estimate&dquo; by Claudy (p. 602), combines the multiple
correlation in the total sample. Rs; the two half sample multiple correlations. Rs( 1) and Rs(2); and the
two half sample Rps statistics, /~(t) and Rps~2~, via

to estimate the population cross-validity coefficient, Rev. The statistic in Equation 1 estimates the cor-
relation in the population between criterion scores and predictions based on the sample regression co-
efficient. (For justification of Equation 1, see Claudy, 1978.)

As an alternative to the empirical cross-validation procedures, a single regression equation based
on all available data can be computed. Then the distribution theory for least squares regression
weights can be used to derive a formula estimate ofR~~2.

Herzberg (1969) presented two formula estimators of the squared cross-validity coefficient.’ One
estimator can be used to estimate the squared cross-validity coefficient when the regression model
(predictor variables are assumed to be fixed) is appropriate. This estimator is

where 7~/ is the squared sample multiple correlation obtained in a sample of N individuals using n
predictor variables. For the correlation model (observations on the predictors and criterion are as-
sumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution), the estimator presented by Herzberg is

It has been shown that these two estimators are derived from the erroneous assumption that pre-
dictions based on a sample least squares regression equation are uncorrelated with their associated
errors of prediction in the population (Drasgow, Dorans, & Tucker, 1979). Drasgow et al. demon-

’The origin of the estimators in Equations 2 and 3 is not clear. Schmitt, Coyle, and Rauschenberger (1977) attribute Equation 2
to Lord (1950) and Equation 3 to Stein (1960). However, these estimators do not appear in the papers cited. To the best of the
present authors’ knowledge, Equations 2 and 3 were first presented by Herzberg (1969).
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strate that this mistaken assumption leads to negative biases for Equations 2 and 3, which increase as
the population multiple correlation decreases. It should be noted that Herzberg (1969) did not en-
dorse these estimators, stating &dquo;It is not the purpose of this study to derive the best estimate of
2 21 &dquo;

[R &dquo;2] ....&dquo; 
I

Recently, Schmitt, Coyle, and Rauschenberger (1977) investigated the estimators in Equations 2
and 3 via monte carlo methods. They found that the estimators worked quite well. The multiple corre-
lations in the populations investigated by Schmitt et al. ranged from .634 to .965. Because the biases
of Equations 2 and 3 decrease as the population multiple correlation increases, extrapolation of the
results obtained by Schmitt et al. to populations characterized by low to moderate multiple correla-
tions is not warranted.

Claudy (1978) investigated Equations 1, 2, and 3 and several other procedures, as estimators of
the cross-validity coefficient Rev. (This entailed taking the square roots of the estimates produced by
Equations 2 and 3.) Aggregating results across 16 populations with 2 to 5 predictors and population
multiple correlations ranging from .29 to .82 (Claudy, 1979), Claudy found that Equation 1 was

slightly more accurate than the other estimators he studied at all but very small sample sizes (N = 20),
where it was slightly less accurate than Equation 2. Aggregation of results across populations with
widely disparate multiple correlations apparently prevented Claudy from observing the negative bias
of Equations 2 and 3 in populations with small multiple correlations.

Browne (1975) and Drasgow et al. (1979) independently derived an estimator of the squared
cross-validity coefficient for the correlation model,

where Rp2 is an estimate of the squared multiple correlation in the population, Rp2, and Rp° is an es-
timate of the population multiple correlation raised to the fourth power. The familiar Wherry (1931)
formula

may be used to estimate Rp2. Browne suggested estimating RP4 by

and replacing negative estimates of RP2 and Rp4 by zero.
Employing monte carlo methods, Browne found that Equation 4 had a slight positive bias when

RPZ was .10 and a slight negative bias when Rp2 was .90. The positive bias was probably due to replac-
ing negative estimates of Rp2 and RP4 with zeros. As Browne noted, this procedure increases the bias
in estimation but should reduce mean squared error of estimation.

In the present study, the characteristics of the estimators in Equations 2, 3, and 4 were investi-
gated in populations with squared multiple correlations that ranged from .00 to .45. This research
serves several purposes. First, it is important to examine the biases that result from applying Equa-
tions 2 and 3 under circumstances that resemble data sets seen in practice. Researchers in some ap-
plied areas rarely see a cross-validity greater than .40. The theoretical work by Drasgow et al. indi-
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cates that the negative biases of Equations 2 and 3 may be substantial in populations with small mul-
tiple correlations. Second, it is interesting to compare Equations 2 and 3 to Equation 4. Bias and
mean squared error of estimation provided two criteria for evaluating the relative merits of the esti-
mators. A third purpose of the present research was to provide more information about the estimator
in Equation 4. Browne investigated bias and mean squared error of estimation at five levels of R~2.
However, Browne’s research only studied three combinations of N and n: (1) N = 20 and n = 10; (2) N
= 60 and n = 10; and (3) N = 60 and n = 50. In the present study, three values of n were factorially
crossed with four levels of N. The values of n and N were carefully chosen so that the results would
have relevance for much applied research. Finally, negative estimates of Rp2 and Rp4 were not re-
placed with zeros in order to ensure a fairer comparison of Equations 2 and 3 to Equation 4 with re-
spect to both bias and mean squared error. In practice, negative estimates of R~2 and Rp° should be
regarded as indicants of a negligible relationship in the population between the criterion and the pre-
dictor variables.

Method

Three facets were manipulated in the present study. The first facet, squared multiple correlation
in the population, had four levels: Rp2 was set equal to .00, .15, .30, and .45. The number of predictors
was the second facet: Predictor batteries of n = 4, 8, and 12 were simulated. Finally, four sample sizes
were examined: Samples of 30, 60, 120, and 240 observations were generated. These three facets were
factorially crossed to yield 48 cells in the design. One hundred replications were obtained for each
cell.

The present research simulated a situation where the correlation model is appropriate. Here the
criterion and predictor variables follow a (n + 1 ) dimensional multivariate normal distribution.

The sample multiple correlation and the least squares weights depend only upon the sample co-
variance matrix for the predictors and the criterion. Consequently, it was not necessary to generate
raw data. Instead, sample covariance matrices following a Wishart distribution were generated di-
rectly. This was possible because variables following a multivariate normal distribution yield sample
covariance matrices that have a Wishart distribution (Anderson, 1958). Herzberg (1969) and Schmidt
(1971) provide a complete description of a procedure that can be used to obtain sample covariance
matrices that follow a Wishart distribution.

The focus of this research was upon the population squared cross-validity coefficient, Rw2. Inter-
estingly, for given values of Rp 2, N, and n, the distribution of the squared cross-validity coefficient
does not depend upon the particular form of the population covariance matrix (Browne, 1975; Dras-
gow et al., 1979).2 As a result, without loss of generality, all population covariance matrices were con-
structed by the following procedure. First, each covariance matrix for the n predictor variables was
set equal to an identity matrix. Then, the covariance between the first predictor variable and the cri-
terion was set equal to R,. All other predictors had zero covariance with the criterion. Finally, the cri-
terion was specified to have unit variance.

In summary, four levels of Rp2 and three levels of n were factorially crossed to produce 12 popula-
tion covariance matrices. One hundred sample covariance matrices were generated for each of four
sample sizes (30, 60, 120, and 240) by the Bartlett decomposition of the Wishart distribution. Sample
least squares regression weights were computed and then applied in the population to obtain Rw2.
Equations 2, 3, and 4 were then utilized to estimate R~~2. Finally, pairs of cross-validity estimates were

2See Appendix 1 for a discussion of the transformational invariances that justify this statement.
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obtained by applying Mosier’s (1951) double cross-validation procedure to pairs of samples, such that
each sample regression equation was cross-validated in a second sample of equal size.

Results

Bias

The bias of an estimator can be assessed by comparing the mean estimated squared cross-valid-
ity to the mean of the actual squared cross-validities of sample regression equations in the popula-
tion.3 Table 1 presents the mean differences between estimated and actual squared cross-validity at
each level of sample size for the various levels of n and Rp2. The entries in the first three columns of
this table were obtained by averaging over replications and the four levels of Rp 2. The last four
columns contain entries obtained by averaging over replications and the three levels of n. Hence, each
mean difference in the first three columns of Table 1 is based on 400 samples, while each mean dif-
ference in the last four columns is based on 300 samples.

In Table 1 it is clear that Equations 2 and 3 have negative biases. As the work by Drasgow et al.
(1979) suggests, the biases for these two estimators increased as Rp2 decreased and/or the ratio of N to
n decreased. It is important to note that the biases of Equations 2 and 3 were largest in small samples;
small samples represent the situations where it is most important to cross-validate. Consequently,
Equations 2 and 3 exhibited their worst performance under the conditions where the researcher
would desire best performance.

The estimator in Equation 4 shows very little bias in Table 1. Across all the conditions in this
simulation, this estimator may have had a very slight negative bias. However, the magnitude of the
possible bias of Equation 4 was small enough that it does not pose a serious problem for the practi-
tioner.

The double cross-validation procedure produced relatively unbiased estimates of R~~2. However,
there did appear to be a very slight positive bias. Since no theoretical reason for this effect is evident,
the bias seen here may be due to sampling fluctuations.

Root Mean Squared Error of Estimation

A second criterion for evaluating an estimator is the root mean squared error of the estimates of
R~~2 over the 100 replications,

Table 2 presents average root mean squared errors. The averaging procedure used to obtain the
entries in this table was identical to that used for Table 1. Again, Equations 2 and 3 were very inac-
curate in small samples. As expected, this effect was particularly acute when Rp2 was small and when
the ratio of N to n was small. As sample size increased and .Rp~ increased, Equations 2 and 3 became
as effective as Equation 4. Even in samples of 240 observations, however, Equation 4 was superior
when Rp was .15 or less.

3Because a cross-validity coefficient can be negative, a squared cross-validity was given the sign of the cross-validity coefficient.
For example, if Rcv = -.1, then Rcv2= -.01.
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Table 1

Mean Differences Between Estimated and True Squared
Cross-Validity for the Four Types of Estimators -_ _ _ i

Note. The entries in Table 1 were computed as means of the
differences Est(R 2) - R 2.cv cv

Comparison of Estimators

Although the average RMSE for RPS2 was usually smaller than the corresponding average for
Equation 4, this does not mean double cross-validation is more effective. There are two problems that
preclude a simple interpretation of the low bias and RMSE seen for Rps2. Both arise because samples
of 2N observations are actually required to obtain the results listed for N observations when double
cross-validation is utilized. First, note that an average RMSE of .056 was obtained for Rps2 when N =
30 and Rp2 = .00 and that a total of 60 observations was required to form two subsamples of 30. Only
then could the squared cross-validity estimates be obtained by applying regression weights computed
in one subsample to the other subsample. Hence, it may be more appropriate to compare results ob-
tained for Equations 2, 3, and 4 given 2N observations to results for RpS2 given N observations. Thus,
to compare Equation 4 to Rps2 for the example just mentioned, an average RMSE of .043 for Equation
4 would be compared to .056 for Rps2.
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Table 2

Average Root Mean Squared Error of
. 
Estimate f or the Four Estimators

The second difficulty in interpreting the accuracy of R,,,’ results because the cross-validity coeffi-
cients for regression equations based on N observations tended to be smaller than cross-validities for
equations derived in samples of 2N. Hence, even if the bias and average RMSE ofR~~2 for N observa-
tions were smaller than the bias and average RMSE for Equation 4 given 2N observations, Equation 4
may provide a superior estimate of the squared cross-validity of the regression equation based on 2N
observations. All this means that RPS2 is not estimating the squared cross-validity of primary interest,
i.e., the squared cross-validity coefficient of the prediction equation derived from all available data.
The quantity R~~2 estimates the squared cross-validity of prediction equations based on half of the
data available.

To provide a clearer understanding of the estimators under consideration, detailed results for
four populations are shown in Figure 1. Each point in this figure is a mean based on 100 replications.

Figure la presents means for a population with R~2 = .15 and four predictor variables. Across all
sample sizes, both Equation 4 and Rps2 showed little bias. In contrast, both Equations 2 and 3 exhi-
bited substantial negative bias at N = 30 and N = 60. Even in samples of 120 and 240 observations,
these estimators had small negative biases.
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Figure 1

Mean squared cross-validities and mean estimates
of the squared cross-validity coefficient
for 100 replications at each sample size.
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Figure lb presents the results for a population with four predictors and Rp2 = .45. Although both
Equations 2 and 3 still exhibited bias in small samples, they appeared to be virtually unbiased for
samples of 120 and 240. These results are congruent with the findings of Schmitt et al. (1977). Note
that Equation 4 showed less bias than Equations 2 and 3 in small samples.

The results for a population with 12 predictors and a population squared multiple correlation of
.15 are shown in Figure lc. Clearly, Equations 2 and 3 had very large negative biases in small
samples. These biases occurred because the ratio of N to n was small as was Rpz. In Figure la, both
Equations 2 and 3 exhibit less bias because the ratio of N to n was larger.

In contrast to Equations 2 and 3, Equation 4 did not appear to have a bias that depends upon
RP2 and the ratio of N to n. In Figure lc, Equation 4 shows little bias. For samples of size 30, the mean
bias of Equation 4 was .023. Since the standard error of the mean for Equation 4 was .013, this bias
should not be given undue attention.

A population with Rp2 = .45 and 12 predictors is presented in Figure ld. Again, both Equations 2
and 3 exhibited substantial negative bias in small samples. However, both these estimators show
less bias in Figure ld than in Figure lc because RP2 was higher. The means for Equation 4 were close
to mean values of R,,’ for all sample sizes.

The fundamental weakness of the double cross-validation procedure can be seen in Figure ld.
Note that the mean of Rps2 was fairly close to the mean of R&dquo;2 for samples of both 30 and 60 observa-
tions. At N = 30, the mean of R~~2 was .260 and the mean ofR~~2 was .246. However, Rps2 estimates of
the squared cross-validity at N = 30 actually required 60 observations (30 in the derivation sample
and 30 in the cross-validation sample). Thus this estimator of squared cross-validity utilized 60 obser-
vations and yielded a mean estimate of .260. Note that the mean squared cross-validity of regression
equations based on all 60 observations is .353. Consequently, although R &dquo;2 may be an unbiased esti-
mator of one quantity (the squared cross-validity coefficient for a regression equation based on half of
the available data), Rps2 is a biased estimator of the quantity of primary interest: the squared cross-
validity coefficient for regression equations based on all available data.

Discussion

The general conclusions about Equations 2 and 3 drawn in this study differ from the conclusions
drawn by Schmitt et al. (1977). Whereas Schmitt et al. found Equations 2 and 3 to be satisfactory, in
the present study these estimators were found to be unacceptable. There is a simple explanation for
these results: Equations 2 and 3 have biases that decrease as Rp2 increases and/or the ratio of N to n
increases. Schmitt et al. examined Equations 2 and 3 in populations with moderate to large values of
Rp2. Further, Schmitt et al. did not factorially cross 7?/ with n. Instead, they employed a design in
which n was correlated with RP2. Consequently, the smallest ratios of N to n occurred in populations
with the highest values of Rp2. Thus, dependence of the biases of Equations 2 and 3 upon the ratio of
N to n was not obvious in the research performed by Schmitt et al. due to their experimental design.

The performance of Equations 2, 3, and 4 was also examined in three populations with squared
multiple correlations of .90. Test batteries with 4, 8, and 12 predictors were factorially crossed with
sample sizes of 30, 60, 120, and 240 observations. The results obtained in these populations confirm
the findings of Schmitt et al. In populations with high multiple correlations, Equations 2 and 3 were
quite effective. In addition, Equation 4 was very accurate. In fact, the differences between Equations
2, 3, and 4 in terms of bias and RMSE were so small that it probably does not matter which estimator
is used.
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As noted above, Claudy’s (1978) decision to analyze results aggregated over populations with
widely disparate multiple correlations prevented him from observing the negative biases of the esti-
mators in Equations 2 and 3. This aggregation complicates comparison of the present findings to the
results obtained by Claudy, because the accuracies of Equations 2 and 3 depend on the magnitude of
the population multiple correlation. Meaningful comparisons are further impeded by the fact that
Claudy examined estimators of the cross-validity coefficient, whereas estimators of the squared cross-
validity coefficient were examined in the present study. As Claudy notes, the square root of the best
estimator of a parameter (the squared cross-validity coefficient) may not yield the best estimate of the
square root of the parameter (the cross-validity coefficient). Similarly, squaring the best estimate of
R~~ might not produce the best estimate of R~y2.

It should be noted that the present research examined a situation where the correlation model is
appropriate: The predictors and criterion form a multivariate normal distribution. For prediction
problems in psychology, the assumption that observations are randomly sampled is probably more
appropriate than the assumption that the values of the predictor variables are predetermined or fixed
by the researcher. However, the distribution theory for the correlation model is more complex than
for the regression model. As a result, the regression model is generally employed with the hope that
the differences between the two models are small in practice (Burket, 1964). This assumption is not
usually examined carefully. The findings in the present study bypass this problem because the more
appropriate correlation model was investigated.

Two major restrictions on the generality of the results obtained here are evident. First, violations
of the normality assumption were not examined. No empirical evidence can be provided for the effec-
tiveness of Equation 4 when the criterion or predictors follow a non-normal distribution.4 Further, the
robustness of Equation 4 to contamination caused by occasionally sampling an observation from an-
other population is unknown.

The second major restriction on the present research is that Equation 4 may be used only for
least squares regression weights. At present, there is no formula estimator that can be used to esti-
mate the squared cross-validity coefficient for alternative prediction schemes such as principal com-
ponents regression, ridge regression, or Bayesian regression. Here the only viable procedure for cross-
validation appears to be double cross-validation.

In summary, Equation 4 provides virtually unbiased estimation of the squared cross-validity co-
efficient within the scope of this simulation. For data sets that adequately conform to the assumptions
of the correlation model, Equation 4 provides the most satisfactory estimate of the squared cross-
validity coefficient for least squares regression equations.
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Appendix 1

In this appendix, the squared cross-validity coefficient is shown to be invariant with respect to
nonsingular transformations in the predictor space. Then it is argued that the distribution of squared
cross-validity coefficients is unaffected by nonsingular transformations when the predictors and cri-
terion follow a multivariate normal distribution.

Let ~XX denote the n-by-n covariance matrix for the n predictor variables, Oxy denote the n-by-1 I
vector of predictor-criterion covariances, and o,’ denote the variance of the criterion. Furthermore, let
SrX and Sxy be the sample counterparts to :rxx and Oxy, respectively. Sample least squares weights are

and the squared cross-validity coefficient for these weights is

Now let an arbitrary, nonsingular transformation, T, be defined from the original predictors, X,
to a new set of predictors, Z:

From the theory of linear transformations (Gulliksen, 1950), are obtained
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and

Similarly, the sample counterparts for the transformed predictors are

and

The least squares regression weights for the transformed predictors are

and the squared cross-validity of the sample regression weights in the transformed space is

Equation A. 9 demonstrates that the squared cross-validity coefficient of sample least squares weights
for the transformed predictors is identical to the squared cross-validity of regression weights for the
original predictors. Thus, a nonsingular transformation of the predictors does not affect the squared
cross-validity coefficient.s 5

Given 1~ and Oxy, the distribution of the squared cross-validity coefficient depends solely upon
the distributions of sample covariance matrices Sxx and sx,, because (1) sample least squares regression
weights are entirely a function of sample covariances and (2) the squared cross-validity is a function of
sample least squares weights. When the predictors and criterion follow an (n + 1) dimensional multi-
variate normal distribution, it is known that the distribution of the (n + 1)-by-(n + 1) sample covari-

5With slight modification of the devriation above, it can be shown that the population multiple correlation is also unaffected by
nonsingular transformations, i.e., Rp2 = Rp2.
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ance matrix, S, based on N observations is Wishart (Anderson, 1958) and can be denoted ~(I~V),
where 2 is the population counterpart to S.

Since linear combinations of normally distributed variables are also normally distributed, the
transformed variables in Equations A.3 and the criterion follow a multivariate normal distribution.
Consequently, covariance matrices sampled from the transformed variables are distributed as

W(T*2T*’, N), where T* is T augmented by a row and column vector of zeros and a one as the
diagonal element. In sum, covariance matrices sampled from the original predictor space are dis-
tributed as W(2, N) and sample covariance matrices for the transformed predictors are distributed
W(T*Y-T*’, N). Finally, because of the relationship in Equation A.9, the distribution of the squared
cross-validity coefficient is unaffected by the difference between sampling from W(T-,N) and
W(T*XT*’, 11~ distributions: Sampling from either the original or the transformed predictor space
yields squared cross-validity coefficients with identical distributions.
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